S5. Results from DFT calculations A. [Fe(dipyvd)2] + , S=5/2 ---------------------------------CARTESIAN COORDINATES (ANGSTROEM) ---------------------------------
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D. [Fe(dipyvd)2] 2+ , S=1 --------------------------------CARTESIAN COORDINATES (ANGSTROEM) ---------------------------------
-------------------------------------------MULLIKEN ATOMIC CHARGES AND SPIN POPULATIONS --------------------------------------------
S(High-Spin) = 1.0 <S**2>(High-Spin) = 2.0518 <S**2>(BrokenSym) = 1.0482 E(High-Spin) = -3231.727663 Eh E(BrokenSym) = -3231.726555 Eh E(High-Spin)-E(BrokenSym)= -0.0301 eV -243.005 cm**-1 (FERROMAGNETIC coupling) 
